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THRESHOLD COMPARISON OF PHASE-LOCK, FREQUENCY-LOCK AND

MAXIMUM-LIKELTIHOOD TYPES OF FM DISCRIMINATORS *

J. J. Spilker, Jr.

Communications and Controls Research
Lockheed MissilEs and Space Co.

Sunnyvale, California

Summary -- In making a comparison of demodulation Of the techniques discussed In this paper, an early
techniques for FM signals, one of the most important version of the frequency-lock technique was the first
criteria for evaluation is the threshold input signal- to be presented in the literature. In 1939,J. G. Chaffee
to-noise ratio (SNR). it is at this value of input SNR described the use of feedback in an FM-demodulation
that the output SNR begins to decrease, substantially operation. This discriminator did not require a lim-
more rapidly than a simple proportionality to the input iter, but served both as an alternative to a limiter and
SNR. as a method of reducing distortion. 1, 2,3, 4 More

recently, interest In the frequency-lock technique has
The objective of this paper is to present a consistent been revived as a means for reducing the threshold
derivation of the threshold SNR for several major types input SNR, 5 However, to the author's knowledge, no
of FM discriminators, namely, the phase-lock dis- analysis of the threshold improvement is available in
criminator, the frequency-lock discriminator (FM dis- the literature.
criminator with negative feedback), and the maximum-
likelihood (a posteriori, most probable) computer. This The frequency-lock discriminator analyzed in this
last discriminator is of Interest mainly because its op- paper differs from the one used by Chaffee in that an
eration provides a bound on the performance of other ideal frequency discriminator is employed inside the
types, feedback loop, whereas Chaffee's discriminator didnot

use a limiter and was amplitude sensitive. (An "Ideal"The operation of the discriminators in the presence of frequency discriminator Is defined as a device where
gaussian interfering noise is described, and the causes voltage output is proportional to the instantaneous fre-
ofthreshold are investigated. The probability of losing quency of its input. It can be accurately approximated
the "locked on" state of operation is computed. Curves by a wide-band limiter FM discriminator, or zero-
of the threshold input SNR are plotted vs. the ratio of crossing counting device.) This papcr analyzes the
signal-to-modulation bandwidths, and these curves are performance and causes of threshold in the frequency-
compared for the various types of discriminators. Ex- lock discriminator anti optimizes the loop filters so as
perimental confirmations of some of the theoretical to minint.c the threshold input SNR.
results are given.

The phase-lock FM discrimlnator and other phase-
Introduction locked circuits have received considerablv more atten-

tion in the literature than has the frequency-lock dis-
In nmaking acomparison of FM-demodultio techiques, criminator. The first papers analyzing this technique
onie of the most Important criteria for evaluation is the seem to have appeared, about 1951. 6,7,8,9 This set
threshold Input SNR. It is at this value of input SNR of papers dis,-usses I)hase--locked circuits as applied to
that the output SNR begins to decrease, substantially the problem r,f recovertng the reference phase of a
more rapidly than a simple proportionality to the input color TV signal. One of the more Important applica-
SNR. When a discriminator is operating well above its ions of phase-locked ciruits is in tracking systems,
threshold and utilizes optimum filtering, Itt-an be shown and numerous papers have appeared in the literature
that the output SNR is linearly related to the Input SNR dealing with the design of phase-locked circuits optim-
by an expression that applies to almost an,% type of dis- Ized to track appropriate transients of phase. 10, 11, 12
criminator. (Xher papers have presented new design and analysis
The main contribution of this paper is the derivation techniques. 13, 14
and comparison of the threshold input SNR for several This treatment i the phse-lock (iscriminator differs
major types of FM discriminators, namely, the phase- from previous work in that it is almerd specifically at
lock discriminator, the frequency-lock discriminator the problem of demodulating an FM signal which Is
(FM discriminator with negative feedback), and the modulated by analog intelligence having a low-pass
mi'-xmum-likellhood (a posteriori, most probable)corn- spectrum. The purpose of the analysis Is to determine
puter. The operation and threshold behavior of these the threshold behavior of a phase-lock discriminatordiscriminators is analyzed in some detail, and theloop which has been vptirzed (in a restricted sense) for
filters are optimized in order to minimize the value of thihs type of signal~~~the threshold input SNR.thsyp fina

t teoIThe 
naximmum ]ikulit ,.'i FM discrimimnator has beenc--erivej pr,,vi u.i; 15. 1 and it ha been shown that

This work was uipported in part i AID' Home AC , o ntf if f,,mis us . the same configiiratIon )f elements

Griffiss AFB, N. Y. as the phaso-lock PM iseriminator but that in thisIform It requires a nonrealizabe loop filter. This
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optimum discriminator can be realized, however, if the
received data can be stored on tape (as is done in sometelemetry systems) and processed by a special comput- AMP WIH BN-AS RCIEer. This type of demodulation is not practical for most AGC AMP DATA
situations. Nevertheless, the study of Its threshold per- AS
tformuance provides a useful bound on the threshold be- EsIn[w +0it) +n(t)

havior obtainable with other techniques. , CONSTANT AVERAGE OUTPUT POWER

in this paper, the threshold is evaluated on the basis of - - -...........
the expected percentage of time the discriminator will be A FREQUENCY
in an unlocked state. When the probability of being in LX_ Xi LOOP af( I ESTIMATES
the unlocked state exceeds a certain prescribed small Fly)
value under optimized conditions, the discriminator is
assumed to have reached its threshold. Threshold is POST-
evaluated on the basis of attainable operation with a sig- DETER /

nal that is frequency modulated by a sine wave whichhas
maximum modulation frequency fm and has a peak VOLG -

frequency deviation fd This modulation format is i OSCILLATOR I
generally useful both for performance evaluation and for f It' -T)
experimental verification. Stationary gaussian white
noise is assumed as the interference.

A cosCwt4Ii 0-_ PHASE-LOCK LOOP
The discriminator-transfer functions for both the phase-
lock and the frequency-lock discriminators are optim--
ized under the constraint that they be of second order or Fig. 1-Block diagram of phase-lock FM discriminator.
less. This constraint is imposed for practical reasons

concerning both the analysis and the implementation.
However, because of the stability requirem,!nts of these the statistics of the amplifier input and output are idea-
feedback circuits, little improvement is expected for tical except for the appropriate gain factors, and, hence,higher-order transfer functions, the SNR at the loop input is the same as that at the AGC

amplifier input. If a band-pass limiter is used instead,

t1hase-l.ock FM Discriminator the input and output SNR differ only slightly and are
related by 17 (SNR)out = (SNR)in where t/I _ a _ 2

Dscriltion If (SNR)n >>I , we have a - 2, and if (SNR) <1we have a s- 7/4. The noise statistics change consid-

A block diagram of one form of the phase-lock FM dis- erably on passing through the hand-pass limiter, how-
criminator is shown in Fig. 1. The received data are ever. and care must he used in applying this SNR re-
amplified by a band-pass filter, which has a bandwidth lationship.
Brf sufficient to pass the siglifl components relatively

undistorted, and enter the multiplier of the phase-lock The ideal AGC amplifier is used in this analysis, al-
loop. When the discriminator is operating in its "locked- though the results are shown to apply closely to theband-
on" mode, the sine wave generated b)- the voltage- pass limiter as well. if the output power of the AGC
centrolled oscillator (VCO) tracks the phase of the in- amplifier is denoted by 1"r, then the output signal
coming signal; the multiplier output provides the phase amplitude E is related to the output noise power by
correction information necessary to keep the VCO track- E 2 /2 + Pn = PT • Since input and output SNR are
ing properly. The loop filter which has a transfer fune- identical for the amplifier, the signal amplitude Is cx-
tion F (p) removes much of the noise and high frequency pressed by
components from the multiplier output and hence reduces
thcir deleterious effect on the I racking operation. : /T /v7-

Because of the nature of the piasc-lock loop, theesti- where r A I/(SNR)
mate of the signal phase obtaincd 1 'y the feedback system in
must he made in real time. A fixed delay T is usually inearized Equlvalent Circuit
tohcrahlie, how ever, in obtaining the final frequency esti- - ... aetC.u
mate at the reei r output. The rtfve, post-deltection Te first step in lbhe analysis of the hase-hok lopis
filtering (transfer function :t.d p) ) is usually necessary to compute the low-freueney terms that kre present in
to ob~tainl tite ,ptitheuTn mreucnrCterms that areheresent In
sopeetnum frequency ti t is alwhd aee there th- multiplier output. For this purpose, let us expressallowed and tile costraintsthe signal component at the output of the AGC amplifierby relaxed. The operation of the post-detection filter,
however, does aot affect the discriminator threshold
and is of only minor concern in this paper. : i [ wt, , ]
It is i',mnton practice to prcr ode the phase-lock h,,,p
wi1th an AGC amplifier havinc (-,ot7'jt ant pmwl output, or whet-
a hand-pass limiter (which also has constant powr ,ut- .
put). These elenents restrict the dynatnie range of the . , f (I,)
loop input ani cause the loop gain tl he dependent onlv ,
upon the input SNil. If an ideal AGC amplilier is used,

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPOPATI(NI©' MISSILES and SPACE DIVISION
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the phase modulation produced by a frequency modulat- PHASE CORRECTION
Ing message waveform f (t) .Define the VCO output
as

A o w0t+ ()LINEARIZED ISIN E

and the noise at the multiplier input as APOIAIN

n (t) =N (t) sin[ t + q. (t)]

Then, by referring to Fig. 1 , the multiplier output I _ _

x (t) can be expressed as iIt/ HS RO

2 x (t)/A = E sin [q(t) - (t) I + N (t) s in [4, (t) (t

= E [sin cE(t) + 0 n(t)]I

where terms in the frequency range 2f have been
neglectedl, the phasc error is denoted by E 4 (h -
and Fig. 2-Phase correction term for the phase-lock loop.

EOUIVALEN1 PHASE

The first term in this expression represents a phase INPUT
correction term, and the second represents interference.0040

When the disc riminato r is operating above threshold, f)
the phase of the VCO is cl osely tracking the phase of the ROEC
signal, I. e. , i (t) - 0 (t) . In this paper, the signal and ETMT
noise components are considered to be statistically in-
dependent. Thus, wvhen the disc riminator is operating /
above threshold, the power spectral (lensitY of 0 n (t)
can he expressed1 approximately' as the low-frequency
portion of the convolved VGO and noise spectra; I. c. , Fig. .3 Linearized equivalent circuit for the phase-lioek

2 P (f) (-(f) * Gn I Oop

p~ass limiter at high-input SNII is not expvc~teil to per--

whr (f) I ; f) , and G (f) I represent the fiorm differentlY- than with the A(,( amplifier. At low

pwrspectr-a of q,1 (t) , s (t) , and n(t) , re'spectively timecs the input SNII, oir onl.% 1. 0 (11) ta-low the Input SN11.
Hence, the results u-omi-,ited o01 the hasis oM an AGW.
am plifier s houldi coi-rc sionr cl osely to those for a) 1ii 1-

The phasecrrectin t ( mi I., sin ( can I ii- a ppro.\ mated pa ss 1 1it i-r.

by the piecewise linear curve shown in Fig. 2. In the
region oif phase error, I c -I the niultipt icr oultput iS The transfer function of the linearized circuit (erjulval-

approiximiatedl byv ct phase tn;,ut-to- frequienry estim ate) is

2 x (t)/A F:1( (t) 4'hit)] IK ."t t)] (.2 gc (p

woe0 and canl be teriid it(l eqivl

ent pliasi inpilt II'lls -pes :niens tilte in here 7 ipi and (II (f are the i aplace t ransforms of
eacjit ri'.dc circuit fo~r the jliviec-li lo0oshown F t)i and !r,(t) . respectivelv, aind we dlefinie

in Fiz 31. ge. - gAI/ /2 , the, equivalent izain. lti-nc(-, the phase-

This cicuit i ~ . .transter function (qivalent pithase inpun- to-phase esti-
Ths irui I euiv~alent to the actival nontlincal (1(11 mate , ti rasfe r onti -n an othe transfer fuitmtion of

in thnt the loop)-filler input is Identical with tthat zix--i equivalent fi--o-n -,,to-frpfudfl( vstimatet is express-
h% j.', and hence the ou t

puts :, !hr circuits ale the ed I)%
SilildC. Notice that ill tis conitext, the t,--iil it) (,,an

Ih- consideredt the eqtiival ent itlint phnis ill sv, it -tin tbc -p

tei-iil thant -ooult apo-ar ;it tihe -oltplt If aI Imndpa~s 11n11- I. (p I F 1 1
IttI - at hI igh in put S NI B 1 I. lI-n c t I us, a h;. ialt d --

nii f4 pj i, 111,- i -i! t Ie TtAlllf'r -Mn 'If -r (tI

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION MISSILES and ' .PACE DVISION
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Two types of phase-error components are present in the Threshold is evaluated on the basis of a signal which
loop-transient error and noise error. The transient has a sinusoidal phase modulation of the form
phase error is defined as the error in p which is de-
pendent only upon the input signal; it has the transform (t) = (fd/fa) Cos 0 t

Et (P) 
a 

p]

E t ( (P) [ 1 - I (p) (4) where fa -! fm the maximum modulation of frequency
and fd is the peak frequency deviation. The transient-phase error with this modulation is a sinusoid of fre-

The phase-noise error is defined as the error in the quency fa having a peak value
phase estimate which is dependent upon the input noise,
and it has the transform E (p) Et -(fd/fa I - H(jwa)a (6)

En (p) = 4'n (p) H (p (5) The value of peak transient error used for the thres-

hold determination is the maximum value of
Both (4) and (5), of course, are based upon the assump-
tion that the linearized analysis is a good approxima- Et for f f

tion. These expressions are used in the next section a m

to evaluate the discriminator performance. The phase noise has a mean square value

The dynamic (frequency-tracking) range of the dis-
criminator Af is a fundamental parameter of theloop 2 f G2
and is defined as the maximum steady-state frequency Un f G (f) IH (jwa) I df (7)

shift that can be produced by the VCO. The maximum n

average multiplier output occurs with E = r/2 and
has the value xmax = E A/2. Notice that on thebasis Thus the total rms phase error is

of the linear model, this maximum frequency shift 4 2\1/2
occurs for E = 1. The corresponding maximum VCO 0T = (6t/2 + an

frequency shift Is Af = EAg F(O)/2 = ge F(o). can be computed from (6) and (7); this quantity deter-
The product ge F (0) represents the dc loop gain, and mines the threshold.
it is convenient to define the quantity go = ge F (0)
for use in the next section. The closed-loop transfer function considered in this

o Epaper is constrained to have the form
Threshold Effect

H~p) -1 + .... (8

In the piecewise linear approximation to the phase cor- 1 H ipP + 2(8)
rection term of the actual phase-lock loop, the correc- b2 p
tion is linear with respect to phase error for I c I < 1 .

If I 4 I should exceed 1, the linear behavior no longer Appendix A shows that the approximately optimum

holds-the phase estimate becomes highly distorted, form of this transfer function for large deviation ratio

and tie loop can be unstable. In this paper, the dis-
criminator is considered to reach its threshold when
the input SNR decreases to the point where the proba- If (p) -.-.. -. ()
bility of having I c I > 1, computed on the basis of the 1 + ap + a p
linearized analysis, exceeds a prescribed small proba-
bility. More specifically, threshold is defined to occur This transfer function is approximately optimum for the
when the rms value of the total phase error aT = 1/2. deviation ratios of main interest in this paper
A certain degree of arbitrariness is inherent in any a
definition of threshold.and this one is no exception. It D - fd mf n
is difficult to specify at just what probability of losing
lock, or how far below the linear behavior of the output The loop filter required for the realization of this
SNR curve, threshold should be said to occur. However, transfer function is the RC filter depicted in Fig. 4.
some measure of the arbitrariness is removed in a The closed-loop attenuation characteristic II njw) I is
later paragraph where the probailitv of losing lock is plotted in Fig. 5. The peak transient error occurs for
computed ;is a function of the input SNR. The curve of f = f w;th this filter.
probability of losing lock vs. input SNR which is obtained a Mi
gives insight into the variation of the discriminator It is shown in Appendix A that the input SNR is related
performance as the input SNR varies slightly above or
below its threshold value. In types of FM discrimina- to the peak transient error and the phase noise by the

tors which track the phase or frequency of the input expression
si. nal the percent time out of lock is perhaps a more 1/2
meaningful measure of performance than the output SNR ISN 

1 2 m
because near threshold large errors in the estimate in 2 1/2 10)
occur in bursts. In the time intervals between burs's. 1n t
the output noise level is relatively small, and the accu-
racy in the message estimate is relatively zood.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION MISSILES and SPACE DIVISION
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R, Notice that for large deviation ratios, D >> 1 , the
threshold input SNR is proportional to D- 1 /2. Equa-
tion (12) is discussed further in the final section of the

- TRANSFER FUNCTION paper.

2C F(p) I+O The probability that the phase error will exceed the
01) +G° threshold error I E I = 1 based on the linearized

analysis, can be computed as a function of the input
SNR. If the phase noise in the estimate is assumed to

R.- ARBITRARY R, - (eg o - I) R2  be approximately gaussian, then the total phase error
is the sum of a sinusoid plus a gaussian term; the sta-

C 2/R2 go LOOP GAIN z g, go tistics of this sum are available from the literature1 8 .
ao% >> At threshold, the probability of exceeding I E I = 1 is

about 0. 043. The probability oflosing the locked-on
state is plotted in Fig. 6 under the assumption of a

Fig. 4-RC loop filter for the phase-lock loop, fixed linearized closed-loop transfer futction H (p).

1.5 0-

S- PROBABILITY OF
1. LOSIN

0.1

Z
I ) 0 .0 4 3 - , ,

0L I I 1 0-
.12 5 .2 5 .5 0 1 2 4 a i s _J -NORMALIZED FREQUENCY Oc 0.043

001 ---
Fig. 5-Closed-loop attenuation characteristics for the

phase-lock loop. < _
C0
0

The value of a used is a - cl/2/m D1/2". The

quantity Rrf denotes the equivalent noise bandwidth of 0I L. -4 -2 0 2 Ithe RF amplifier. -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 I0

If this expression is minimized with respect to ct for (SNR)i /(SNR)T ( db)
a prescribed rms total error, It becomes Fig. 6--Probability of losing lock for the phase-lock

1 Dl/2f 1/2 1001).
(N)1  1.57 m(SNH) in = __5 T2

a T Because of nonlinear effects, the probability of losing

lock is assumned to be essentially unity for input SNR
or / T ,T Thus the below the threshold value. When the discriminatorfoE /5 n T loses lock, it must go through a rather complex lock-in

threshold SNR is given bY operation before linear operation is resumed. 7

7 1 1/2 f Output SNR

mT =rf When the post --detection filter is properly optimized at
high-input SINR for a low-pass modulation f(t) , the
combined tran-sfer function of the phase-lock loop and

Consider that the RF filter is single-tuned and has a the post-detecti on filter has a constant attenuation
3 dlb bandwidth 2 (D * 1) fm, then the equivalent noise c -aracteris i .- tid a linear phase characteristic for
bandwidth is B.f r (D 1) f . The threshold ex- I n The filter greatly attenuates frequency
pression (11) then becones coiponents a hore the modullation pass--band If! > fm

When the prohahijity of losini_ lock i.s small, the input

(SNR) inT - ,.9 D1/2i/D + 1)

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION MISSILES and SPACE DIVISION
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and output SNR of the complete discriminator can be A measured curve of the fractional time out of lock* is
shown to be related by the expression shown in Fig. 8 along with a theoretical curve based on

3 D2  Brf
(SNR)out = - T (SNR) in (.1

m

A sinusoidal frequency modulation having a peak devia- " MEASURED

tion fd = Dfm , has been assumed for this calculation. X P

0

Experimental Results 0J
t 0.1 .

A phase-lock FM discriminator has been constructed 0

with filter parameters based on the theory presented
herein; it has the following modulation characteristics: w

Message bandwidth fm = 2kc 1

Peak frequency deviation fd = 10. 5kc -KOT~L

Deviation ratio D = 5. 25 200 HOEI
Equivalent noise bandwidth B = (7r/2)60kc = 94kc <

rf I

This experimental discriminator utilized a band-pass THEORETICAL
limiter rather than an AGC amplifier. However, it is THRESHOLD -s

not expected to alter the discriminator performance
significantly from that produced by the AGC amplifier,
because the main region of interest is for input SNR 1. 0.001
A measured curve oi output vs. input SNR for the dis- -s -8 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 a

criminator is plotted in Fig. 7. A theoretical curve is INPUT (SNR) 1 n (dbl

50- Fig. 8-Measured fractional time out of lock vs. input
I I SNR for the phase-lock discriminator.

THEORETICAL 1-
CURVE " Fig. 6. (Note that the fractional out of-lock scale Is

40 UR1- logarithmic.) The agreement between these curves Is
0. -. quite good. The measured value of the fractional time

out of lock is0. 04:3 lb for an input SNR (threshold) of
2. 2 db, which is only 0.7 db above the predicted thresh-

*30 old. The measured fractional time out of lock curve
X x" MEASURED changes at a rate greater than that given by the steeper

Z POINTS linearized analysis under the assumption of gaussian
I noise, but does not, of course, have a sudden disconti-

20 - -x nuity at the threshold. A partial explanation for the
steeper slope can be found by noting that these measure-
ments were made using a bandpass limiter and, as a

o result, the phase-noise statistics deviate from the gauss-
ian statistics that have been assumed. If thr limiter

10 -- -effect is taken into account in computing the curve in

Fig. 6, the theoretical curve would be considerably
steeper in the region above threshold and agree more

X closely with the measured data of Fig. 8.

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14

INPUT (SNails (db)

Fig. 7 Ni,,sured curve of output vs. input SNR for the
phas,-hock discriminator. *The fractional time out of lock is determined by mea-

suring the fractional time in which large bursts of
noise appear in the loop output. These noise bursts

iplotted in the sare figure which obeyvs (13) for input are at least an order of magnitude larger than the
SNU above the threshold value and drops to zero at and noise level between bursts and hence, are readily
-clow threshold. The threshold indut SNR computed separated from this ambient noise.
from (11) is 1.4 db. There is good agreement between
the measured and the theoretical curve. It can be seen,
however, that the output SNR decreases noticeably below
the linear curve ;t input SNR, 2 db above the threshold
value; at threshold, the output SNII decreases to + 21 db.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION MISSILES and SPACE DIVISION
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Frequency-Lock Discriminator Linearized Equivalent of the Frequency-Lock Discrim-
i nator~~~Description iao
The analysis of the frequency-lock discriminator begins

The frequency-lock FM discriminator is shown in block with the computation of the components in the mixer out-
diagram form in Fig. 9. As the figures shows, the in- put. It is convenient for this purpose, to express the

INPUT 
signal and VCO output waveforms in the forms:

E imPU& [ ,0i ()] s(t) = E sin [Wt + 0(t)]

aSAND-AS and

W(t) A sin [(w + wIF)t + k(t)]

IF IDEAL LOW-PAS where

AMPLIFIER FM FILTER @i=ffpd

VOTO ",- I/a cps DEVIATION / VOLT and
0t~c. F ( p l t (t) =f( ~/

,''CONTFIOLLED/. t
09C, -. = fo f(p)dp •

I R EO iDENry D ST 0 . ,,

ESTIMA .... _ DETECTION If we again represent the noise as

LAsin [(W0+WII1. " 1-; n(t) = N(t) sin [wo0 t + .(t)],

then by referring to Fig. 9, the mixer output xIF(t)
Fig. 9-Block diagra"n of the frer;oency-lock FM dis- can be expressed by

criminator.

2xF(t)/AE = cos [WIFt + 0(t) - ()

coming signal plus additive gau-sian white noise is first + N(t) cos [C.lt + 0,(t) - tH)j
amplified by a band-pass amplifier of bandwidth Brf suf-

ficient to pass the signal with low distortion, and is then [WFt t -W+
mixed with .q.,iuscid r'nerated by the VCO. When the

discriminator is trazl , p operly, the instantaneous
frequency )f I. "'C('. .o. closely tracks the instanta- where
neous freque-, , of tho signal with a fixed IF frequency t cos r (t
off-set, f*F Ii '., dev! - : tio is greater than unity, n 2 (t) [N(t cos - tIFt+0
the condition of gre ,t., I -rest in this paper, then the
residual frequen,.y deviation of the signal after mixing Terms in the frequency range f + f1F are neglected.
can be considerably le- - than Ih-t of the RF trans- The first term in this expressionls the frequency cor-
mission Because of . redc~in in the deviation, an rection term; the second is an interference term caused
IF amplifier bandwidth less than the RF bandwidth can by the noise input. The residual frequency deviation
be used, and much of the noise can be removed before in the correction term can bc defined as
the signal reaches the FM discriminator inside the loop.

The ideal FM discriminator used in this loop generates f
i voltage output proportional to the instantaneous fre- Consider that the noise n(t) is gaussian; then the noise
quency of its input. This discriminator provides a cor- term i- the mixer output is also gaussian. When the
rection voltage which is dependent upon the frequency discriminator is operating above threshold the fre-
tracking error. The loop filter F(p) serves to eliminate quency modulation and the estimate of this modulation
much of the frequency noise from the discriminator are approximately equal. Hence the spectrum of
while it passes the modulation componenjs with low dis- n2 (t) is approximately equal to the low frequency por-
tortion: the filter output is the estimate f(t) of the modu- tion of the convolution G-(f)*Cn(f )
lation. A linst-detection filter F p(p) is used to obtain •
the )ptimum estimate of the modulation with a time delay The mixer output is passed through an IF filter having
T, i.e. f(t - T). As was true with the phase-lock a symmetrical (high Q) single-tuned response and a

3-db bandwidth i. The transfer function of thisloop, the post -detect in filter does not affect the dis- filter is IF
criminator threshold.

I
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I + 1then the Fourier transform of 0,~(t) ,denoted as
FIF(p) IF rI (j)is approximately equal toI~~ F___ I__ IT_

(p+ 1 /4BCb1 0(oa) .Aa (i) F a OjW) (16a)
1 + p+jwIF)7TIF where A(jw) is the Fourier transform of

This transfer function can also be -expressed in the fla (t) = [N(t)/E] cos [EOW - m
forms

This last expression shows the phase noise to be the
FF (jc ') IF (iw)Iej0JW) sanme as a heicrodlvoed version of the mixer output

noise , namiely, -N,() ,which has been filtered by a
low-pass equivalent, F,,(jw) , of the IF filter. How-

=F aw - jWIF) +- F (jwo + jC0I. ) (14) ever, fihe assumption that this statement is based upon,

The function F a(Jw) is the low-pass equivalent of the namely, fr(t) It0 , is not Completely accurate.

IF filter,. Nevertheless, it caa he seen that when the discrimiina-
tor is locked 0on, the signal component Ii the mixer

The signal component at the IF output is distorted by output, Co [WI1 4 F r'~ is of simall enough band-
an amount which is dependent upon a complex relation- width to pass the IF relatively undistorted. Hence, the
ship between peak value of the residual frequency devi- additional phase modulation Oir(t) , which appears in

atin fh the maximum modulation frequency fm n (16), is not large enough to change greatly the powerasd show thandth BIF .Baghdady1 9 , however, spectrumi oi 0n(t) from that which would he obtained
ha hw htaquasi-stationary response is obtained frmn~a

with a single-tuned high Q filter if 4 fmfrp <<~F 2 In m 1a

the quasi-stationaiy approximation, a sinusoid of in- Under the conditions stated' above, the-refori., thle out-
stantaneous angular frequency coi(t) on passing through put of the idleal dliscrinminattor is
a filter having a transfer function I F1I.(jw) I exp jG(jw) ()
is amplitude distorted by I FIF [wi(t)1I and phase k -

distorted by 0 [jwj(t)] .In this treatment of the fre- r I t I F)I +2 7r (it

quency-lock discriminator the IF bandwidth is consid-III
ered to be large enough so that quasi-stationary analysis where k is the gain oif the discriminator.
is a good applroximation, and the signal component In the
IF output Is represented by 'Ihe approxilmate Fourier transtorm of this term is

AEF( t W f1jw [7(id' k(.w)] I~ f-Na ')l F 1(j,) (I lia)

AI FFjwr (t)] 1 co's wIFt + 1A -~"E- IF) where '7(j ) Jo" ) arc Ouh Fouir i er tran sformis of

I ( 5 f(t) mnd f(t ) recsltit ivet' %y 'I'( approximation Is
weewt)4 m t stersdulaglrmdl- iade that thc doni i iin effect ot F (jao) onl the res itt-

whee r~) ~ 1*t istereiul nuarmdla a frequency deviation terin is to caltie the dela.%
tion, ad0cJw1 ,) is the group dlelay of the filter,

O'Uwc,) dO00w)/dw . Therefore, the main effect on the IF) n ii
residual frequency nindul ation is ;Idelay of 0(1w1 F) 'rims by. referenc- ti Fig. 9 anud (16ni) it vian It(, seen thatmi
see, the Fourier- trannslorn ofi the frequency i-st ioate is

approxiinatelv equal to
Denote the IF output noise component as

a 7o W) l"F, (ice) Ffic,_) L 7(i-) - lojw) -7
n If~t W N IF(t) sin [wlFt +- 4IF(t)] c d

If the residual phase modulation of the sgal isdntd where 3.W- ((f)A (j&,L) is tlihi transform ,mf f,,,(t)

by Ordt) , then the freque-ncy noise component in the the #-rqiivalent Irequie* v noise input. Uinder conditions
discriminator output is, the derivative of the phase noise of~ loiii-o oprteaiv-ondi nth- unal cantimate tn 0

On
0

t) . 1liv the use, of aI phasor diagrami this phase noise h% thesaint- as that it-ovdei icinar and be ti vtoebt
can he evaltiaed ais tesif i hipoie % h ivr~dv~ivi

(ireliit Sliowim In) li;. tIi. lii- i-ys-i-1uptnsfu r

On tin- [N1 I 1 '.sin [1 1 .(0) - it]function of this - meit is 11 i(i '-7(y,) '70,,1 where

[NIFQ) J] si 0'- , (tf) i(.- a (t) 2i0±1 (I 7)IF IF 7 0a,) ('F(i

iINIF ()Ianii the erpiiiviii vaim k

A' SNII above threshold, the assumption that As was t rio %a iti lIi, ph~c- ni,-k iwi-i. t 1--s 01o

IN (t)j e : F s a vald one. It c.-n he seen that If ttn fEl rior cw , t i ,i r t :if, iid- I i r Iitt- - itiiiili~i
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EQUIVALENT INPUT 110)4 1,, (t to require a tainintuin bandwidth of approximatelyr--- ---- ---- --- 2 (fm + 12 crfT) for low distortion when the maximum
modulation frequency is m .Notice that for sinusoi-
dal frequency error, the peak error deviation is 12

F~p times the rms frequency error. Threshold is said to
J+ tI occur when the IF bandwidth has this value, and the IFI I output SNR decreases to 10 db.

The frequency modulation of the signal is assumed to
have the form fd cos wat where wa !rn Wh Nen the

Idiscriminator is locked-on and the linearized analysis
I(17a) Is accurate the p~eak transient error ft has the

. .... .................... v a lu e

L-------- ---- ft= fd I I - How)I (18)

W The rmsfrequency noise error can be found fromt (17b)
to be

Fig. 10-Linearized equivalent circuit of the frequency-22
lock loop. (T f ,df (19)

frequency modulation having the transform J7(jw) the equivalent frequency noise input.
has the transform 7t(jw)

The output frequency noise has the transformhaetefr2

__ __ of, this Gf7b H Ip g/

Appendix B shows that the approximately optimum form

Threhol of histransfer function is

thrshod efec ocur whn te SR t te iputto he The lofitrused to obtain this transfer function is
idea dicriinaor ecrasesbelw 1 db an sinal shown in Fig. 1 1. The peak transient frequency error
suppesson ffets egi tobe f sgniicace.20 his (18). now occurs when the modulation frequency is at

signl poer.(2) The residual frequency deviation in
temxroutput can increase to the point where the L R, LOOP FILTER TRANSFER

sinlcomponent fills outside the IF pass-band and is FUNCTION
ateutdrelative to the noise and otherwise distorted.

Teojcieof the optimization that is iperformed in C
tipaeisto adjust the IF filter bandwidth, the loop C ~ F10

giteloop)-filter transfer function so that these two R2 -, 1 P
cue-ofthreshold occur at as low an input SNR as 92 I0 0p

Theopimiaton s o b prfome hvmiimiitg Ce 2 =ARBITRARY LOOP GAIN go =~ g, g2> I/ b2 w._7

telotrnfrfnto ofiiet.Thev IF-fit-i RI = r2 0 0Q 1 /7 eF

value to permit significant distortion of the signal com- C = a / R2  ol=( I+ go) b
ponent (IF frequiency correction conmponent) to begin at
thre'shold. The signal component in the IF is considered L =( 02 /00) R2  a2 =( I + go) b/lwin

*Broid-and%% idth pulse counting or Foster-See% types
of FM1 discrim..inators are zood approximat ions to ain Ftg. , 11 HC 4'ol. filter f',r the rqIo(v1w dis-
ideal FMI dliscriminator inmt.

9
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its maximum fro. With this transfer function, the peak where Br is the noise bandwidth of the RF filter. By

transilent and noise frequency errors are related to the substituting in (24) the expression for BIF (23), we

iptSNR by the equation oti F

Trf f 2 10(2Dm /2 T_____ '
mS ) md (N)= __

rf 'fftp 1

This relationship is obtained from (19) by setting Ifw eie(N)TB rf/ 2i -2 x, then this equation can

be rewritten as D =1~(x/5 -1) V1x , relationship plot-
1 /2 22

b = ftp/2 ft 'i'm' ted in Fig. 12. As can be seen from Fig. 12, if.FI
the value obtained by solving (18) for b with f =f A

a m 0
Now, for a given (SNR). the rms total errorX

=in'

fT t/2+ - f _C 1 _ _ ___

is minimized with respect to f p by settingASMTE0-

f /2~2u 1/2_____

DEVIATION RATIO

By using (21a) the rms total frequency error then can Fig. 12-Normalized threshold input (SNII)T as a func-
be expressed by (see Appendix B3) tion of the deviation ratio for the frequency-lock

discriminator.

1/2 [ 27r4 D >> 1, then x -(5OD)2/ is aI good approximiation. For
-f m mD B SR (22) D << 1, the normalized SNR x approaches a minimum

The minmum IFD B(SRin 1 ih] hs r value of 5. This curve allows the determination of the

U ~ ~ uec bandidt thesol SNtorahrbten F ndit A relation of even more interest is the curve of *hr.-sh-

B 2 (f + f 2 uT old SNR as a function of the deviation ratio 1) when
IF m fTBr! = (D + I)! , its minimum value for low distortion.

Then the threshold can he obtained from Fig. 12 by the

1/4 relation (SN)T =2x/(I) + 1), and the result is shown in

2f 1/2f[12/4) Fig. 13. As can he seen from the figure, the threshold

m 1+2) LBrf(NR) (23

where the threshold values (a~s yet unknown) of o. and A n a - -

input SNR are Used in (23). FREQUENCY-LOCK DISCRIMINATRof

The threshold Value of input SNR occurs when the IF- ---

wdhothsiletndIfitri rh2.tetrs- SR,-EtSNR reaches 10 dh. Since the equivalent noise hand- 0ASYMPTOTE D

(SNRl)l (SNR)T~. 10FII1111 I~

2 BIF 10 DVIATION 10RATIO 0 00Ki

or

SN 57TH B (2) Fig. 13 Threshold iSNit)T as .1 finctinn of deviation

(NIT IF rf (2)rtio for th'* froq'Ienrv-lIock discrimilnator.

10
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is approximately 10 db for D :5 1, and it decreases ap- Maximum Likelihood FM DiscriminatorIproximately as 9.escriportion1

ExpeimetalMeasremntsAs mentioned in the introduction, the maximum-likeli-
An experimental frequency-lock FM discriminator has hood FM discriminator can take the same form as the
been constructed In accordance with the theory pre- phase-lock loop. However, in that form, it requires
sented in this paper, and its performance has been a nonrealizable filter. As a particular examp~le, let us
measured. The discriminator was designed to demod- consider that thle frequency modulation has a low-pass
ulate a wide deviation FM signal having the following power spectral densitY Gf (f) of the form
parameters- ~) 12/ or f n

Pekfrqenydeviation f - 1 Mc

Devitio Rfatio D~f fo 66 in (5

A snge-tne RFfiterisused which has a 3-db band- where fd/'2 
-/ is the rms frequency deviation, and

witho 2MC eneBrf ir'(1 Mc) = r(D + 1)f In fm is the maximum modulation frequency. The inter-
ferng oie n(t)isconsidered to be band-limited

Figure 14 shows the measured fractional time out of gaussian white noise having a constant spectral density
lock for the discriminator as a function of the input Gn(f) =No in thle signal pass hand. Under these con-
SNR. The theoretical threshold value of input SNR based ditions, the maximum-likelihood FM discriminator can
from Fig. 13 is -7. 0 dth. This prediction agrees well he shown to have the fcrm shown in Fig. 15. Thle loop
with the measurements which gave a 5 percent time out filter Fn(p) is nonrealizable because it corresponds
of lock at input SNR between -6. 5 and -7. 0 db. to a filter impuilse resp~onse which is nonzero for t1 0.

1.0TTV
I,. MEASURED RECEIVED DATA FREQUENCY E STIMATE

- - - - D~dTS E sin I wot* 0(M)at

D O I o I )

THRESHOLD V L A E

7.- COIJLLED

-14 -12 -to -8 -r -4 -2 o 2

INPU ISN l,~(dbtFig~. 15 Maximium-likelihood FM disermiraator.

Fig. 14 -Measured valuec of the fractional time ouit of

lock vs. input SNil for the frequency-lock disc rim-

The mutpui SNR for the discrimnatoreas ailso measured An approximate co'nipoter relizta tion* of this vstiniataar
-is ;- function of the input SNI1. Because of extraneous is show n in Fig. 16, This comiter olirites onl recorded
circuit noise, hmet.,the highest outpt SNR men- -

staflil 'v elo ths alu uniltheinpt NR as e- The maximnum likelihood est inatc (anal 50 le otitaineri
duced to atrsodvalue of between -5. 5 and -6. 5 di., bY using an aI posteriori prohabilitv com~puteCr. The ,orn
just as expected from the other measurement. The puter of Fig. 16 is disrussed here because it most re-
threshold effect was verY prominent. Wh1en the input sembles the lorin ft he pBs-ok op 1th reali za -
SNR wa s dec rea sed t o -S 0 ib the output SN11 dec rc.-isco tions required t he use of a n '1 tvpe of waveforti
sharply% to approximantely% uinit v generator.
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I1

The parameters of this filter change with the (SNR)In.
RECORDED TIME SEGMENT However, in this paper where threshold is the most

OF RECEIVED DATA important effect, the filter is fixed and optimized for
E OIn [wot + (t)] F, ( ). F0(Iw) .WT the threshold value of (SNR)i.B Thus, the filter time

+ A constant is chosen A, 2 Um*Brf (SNR)T.-

IIIl (t-T) As in the previous computations, threshold is computed

F I on the basis of a sinusoidal frequency modulation,

F, (ITw) COMPARATOR f(t) = fdsin Wmt. The peak transient phase error is
ct 2(X/D)/(i 4 X/D 1. Thc m ean square phase

DA noise error isIT
WVn ERM 9 2- f Gn(1) 1 H (j-)I 2d f

fl(t) GENERATOR n - f d

where G n(f) is the equivalent input phase noise spec-

Fig. 16-An approximate computer realization of the trum and Ghn= 1/2 Bf (SNR)in in the low-frequency

maximum-likelihood FM discriminator. region where H(jcw) > 0 The mean square phase noise
can be evaluated as

f

time segments of the received data r sec. long. It ; [rf(SNR) I 2)2

uses a complex type of waveform generator which gen- i

erates a large number of modulating function which are
samples r see. long of a waveform having a power D
spectrum Gf(f) as in (25). Obviously, the number of f -/ - tan-Jg/D
waveforms to be generated is intolerably large for any I + A/D
but the most simple classes of modulation functions.

Define the threshold io occur when the rms total error,
The linear filter used in Fig. 16 is an arbitrarily good aT resches 1/2. The equation defining threshold is
approximation to the optimum Fo(p) and is realizable
because it allows an arbitrary delay of T sec. in the c 22 2 , 2 (1/212

estimation process. The computer operates by com- t n

"aring the waveforms fi(t) at the filter output with a de-

layed version of the test modulating waveform fj(t). The and can be written

pair that matches is the maximum likelihood estimate 2 1/2
and that fj(t) is the identical waveform (except for a a _ + a a tan 1  

-

delay) as Is obtained by the estimator of Fig. 15. 1-a + l- a ±24 9

To compute the threshold of the maximum likelihood where a 4- X/D2 . This expression can he solved for
estimator, we make the identical set of calculations as ) as a function of a wad then the threshold (SNR)in
were made for the phase-lock loop. except that the can be obtained by relating it to a . The result is
closed-loop transfer function is now of the form shown in Fig. 17. For deviation ratios I) > I , agooI

approximation is (SNR)-I  1. 27/11

,w) Aif (Jw) f'"Gf(f)/f-No
iljjw - 3 s G_ f()2o ______=2 0

Swhere Ps F/2, the signal power, and Gf(f)/f APPROMATLY

the power spectral density of the phase modulation -0
(t). Define

X - 2 f In/B rf f d (SN R ) in 0 r

where (sNR)il = Ps/2BrfN o and Brf is the equiv- DEVIAION RATIO D
alent noise bandwidth. Then the closed-loop transfer

funct ion simplifies to Fig. 17 Threshold (SNR)i n as a function of the devia-

S I f I , fTr. tion ratio for the rnaximimi-lik(lihoxd estimator

if ! > f n -

12
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Comparison of the Discriminators 5

Each of the three types of discriminators has been to ----- - ------ --- -
evaluated on the basis of its threshold value of input F-EOUENCY-LOCK
SNR for a prescribed type of frequency modulation. 5
When optimum post-detection filtering is used and the
discriminators are operating at SNR well above their
thresholds, the relationship between the output and in-
put SNR is the same for each type. Thus, it is quite
meaningful to compare the performance of the discrim-
inators on the basis of their thresholds. -o0
In Fig. 17, the threshold input SNR is plotted as a func-
tion of the deviation ratio for each of the discriminator -15
types. In each example, the equivalent noise bandwidth
Brf is assumed to be r(D + 1 )fm , the minimm -2

value consistent with low distortion of the signal
waveform. The + 10 db threshold SNR of the conven- -25

tional or "ideal' discriminator is shown in the figure
for comparison. -30

ot to 10 100 1000
At small deviation ratios D < 1 the thresholds of the DEVIATION RATIO D

two-phase coherent discriminators (phase-lock and
maximum-likelihood) actually decrease with decreases Fig. 18-Comparison of the threshold input SNR for the
in the deviation ratio. The reason for this effect is that discriminators as a function of D.
the maximum phase excursion caused by the modulation
is less than 1 radian in this region. Thus, transient
errors are of little significance in determining the
threshold, and the noise can be sharply filtered. Of In other words, when the discriminator is locked-on
course, for small deviation ratios and low input SNR the VCO output is phase coherent with the signal and
the output SNR is so small as to be of limited usefulness. is noncoherent with the noise. As a result, the noise
Further.more the deviation caused by drifts in the oscil- power in the multipli-r output has decreased relative
lator center frequencies may have to be taken into to the signal component by a factor of 1/2 from its
account with this type of operation, value before the multiplication operation. (This change

in noise level Is analogous to that found in the synchro-

The frequency-lock discriminator shows no improve- nous detection of AM signals.) Therefore, the phase
ment over the ideal FM discriminator for small devia- coherence of the phase-lock loop can be an Important
tion ratios. The explanation for this behavior, of course, advantage and, evidently, is of dominating importance
is that the IF filter has a minimum bandwidth of for deviation ratios D < 25. At larger vdues of the
BIF = 2 fm , the same as the RF bandwidth Brf . deviation ratio, the frequency-lock discriminator equals
Hence, the IF filter does not remove any significant or surpasses performance of the phase-lock loop.~amount of noise from the signal.

n oThis 
effect can be attributed, at least in part, to a

At deviation ratios 1) > 1 all three types of discrim- basic difference in the threshold errors of the two dis-
inators provide a reduced threshold input (SNR). As criminators. The threshold phase error for the phase-
expected, the maximum likelihood FM discriminator lock loop is fixed, I c I = I is used in the liihearized
has the lowest threshold SNR for all values of the devia- analysis, whereas threshold frequency error for the
tion ratio; at high deviation ratios, it has frequency-lock discriminator is dependent upon an
(SNR)T 1. 27/D . The reason for this superioriy, is adjustable quantity, the IF bandwidth. The IF bandwidth
that the discriminator is not constrained to real time can, of course, be optimized for a given type of mod-
operation, and the loop filtering can thereby be much ulation, and in this sense provides a degree of freedom' more effective. ilowever, as has been stated, the com- that does not exist in the phase-lock loop. It is inter-
plexity of the waveform generator required of this type esting to note from (23) that if the IF bandwidth is fixed,
of discriminator makes it unsuitable for all but the most perhaps at its optimum value for D = 1, then the fre-
elementary classes of modulation functions. quency errors become of oominant importance as D

is increased. In this circums Me, the threshold in-
It is shown in Fig. IS that the phase-lock discriminator put SNR is proportional to- D for large I) , the
is superior in performance to the frequency-lock dis- same relationship as obtained with the phase-lock loop.
criminator for small and moderate values of the devis- lBv optimizing the IF bandwidth as is done in this paper
tion ratio (D < 25). This behavior can be made plausi- the threshold input SNR can vary in proportion to D-/,
ble by pointing out that the phase-lock discriminatoris and, as a result, allows the frequency-lock discrimin-

a phase-coherent device, while the frequency-lock dis- ator to surpass the performance of the phase-lock dis-
criminator tracks instantaneous frequency. criminator at large deviation ratios.

13
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I
These conditions of large deviation ratio and I tI be- and the mean square noise error (28) is

low the threshold value are of major importance in this
paper, and it is for these conditions'that the closed-loop 2 [ -1
transfer function is optimized. a n  2 aB1rf(SN)In

The mean square phase noise error can be computed
from (7) and found to be Hence the input SNR is related to the transient and

noise phase errors by the equation

S2= (f) IHOw) 1df b1  [+ba (28) (SNm)

. n 2 Bf(Et/D)1/2 2

where G n(f) -u On(0) for deviation ratios D > 1. It can This result is the same as (10) in the text.

be shown from (2) that the power-spectral density

Gn ( 0 ) = 1 2 Br f (  
.J

)i , I Appendix B

where Brf Is the equivalent noise bandwidth. Optimization of the Frequency-Lock Transfer Function

Thus, the total mean square phase error Is of the form The closed-loop transfer function of the frequency-lock

discriminator is considered to have the form

2 2 2
'T = E2 + rn H(p) 2

1 + blP + b2 P

and has the representation

2 D2 [(b a) 2w 2 +b2 &4 When sinusoidal frequency modulation at frequency fa
T m 2 m is applied to the signal, the peak transient frequency

error can be found from (18) to be

m [b2 2 ftp =fdl - How a )I

f(SNR),,;mbb2 2 24 1f w +b2 a

Define the quantities d C .2 2 2
21 a) + b aw

a= a m , fl, = bW 2 = b2W m B= rw /2Brf(SNR
The maximum transient error occurs for fa - fr' the
maximum modulation frequency, and this modulation

Then this expression can be rewritten frequency will be used. For large ratios of the fre-

quency deviation to the transient frequency error, the

2  r o+ c2  situation of greatest interest, this expression reduces
U (2- D2+ P2  +B 12 / to

(f . /f ) -b b2w 2 + b b2 W4

It is easily seen that the optimum value of a is bounded tp d I m 2 m

by 0 < a < A good approximation to the approxi- Tb mean square value of the frequency noise error can

mate minimum of UT is obtained with a = 31, and this be computed from (19) and has the value

value of Y will be used. The optimum value of 02 is

then 0 , and the resulting close-loop transfer function 2 fi 2

is 
n - f ne

H (p)- + ap where Gf (f) Is the power spectrum of the equivalent
1+ p)a2 2 ne
I + ap + a p~ frequency noise input,

The peak transient error (27) now has the value

= 2 Gf -(f) f2!2Brf(SNR)n.-=t D aw, ne~ [2 (NRl
m
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Thus G ne(f) isaparabolic power spectrum. Evaluation This expression is symmetrical with respect to Pl'and

of this integral gives the result P2 and is minim!,zed by setting 0 1 = p2 , i.e., b 2 = b 1/W .
aHence the optimum form of H(p) is

f2 = [16,, 2 Brf (SNR)inb 1b 2 1-1 H(p) =- 1 2
n I + b ip /W

If we now define The resulting mean square error is then

21 2 2
P1 = blWmt P2  b2 Wm2 , B =rf/ 2B f(SNR)IfT 

= f d31 + )/P1

This error is minimized if
then the mean square total frequency error, This 2r1/4

2 2 2 =

[fT = t /2 +fn and thus the minimum mean square frequency error is

is 2 1/2 [ 2rf I 1/2

d 2 B ofT d Brf(SNR~in

The square r~ot of this quantity, rfT, gives (22) of the

text.
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